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McMi
Pool Raised To
Rank Of General;
Chief Of Staff

Schaffer Appointed To
Take Over As Colonel

McMillan Guarantees
Ten Demerits To All

Sutker To Replace
Rogers As Executive

Captain . Covington McMillan, of
the Commandant's staff, by special
and unprecedented authority from
the War Department in Washington, has been raised to the rank
of full colonel and promoted to
the post of Commandant of Cadets. When informed of the news,
named by President R. F. Pool because of its inAbove is the newly appointed Senior Council.
ohe entire cadet corps swarmed
ability to prosecute cadets in the proper manByrd
Hoppes
was
named
chairman
because
of
into the commandant's office and
ner.
his
fine
character.
The
old
Senior
Council
was
carried Colonel McMillan forth on
their sholders, shouting, "Long Live
McMillan!"
Colonel McMillan's only com-nenents "Take were ten demerits,
md take that man's name."
Retiring commandant, Colonel H.
XI. Pool, has been named chief of
Staff, succeeding General George
C. Marshall, and has been promoted to the rank of full general,
becoming the fourteenth general
Old Council Ousted
in the entire history of the United
States, General H. H. Arnold, chief
Because Of Laxness
of the Air Forces, having been
named the thirteenth last week.
Dr. R. F. Poole, ..president
of
Sergeant K. R. Helton was proClemson College, announced today
moted to the rank of corporal and
that effective immediately a new
assigned to the post of adjutant.
Senior Council will take over as
Clemson's popular Sergeant W. T.
Davis was promoted to the rank
leaders in the Clemson disciplinary
of major in command of all miliset-up.
tary police at Clemson, and will asByrd Hoppes, civil engineering
sume the newly created post of
In a special bulletin from the
The Artist Committee last week '43, of Nashville, Ohio was appuintprovost marshal.
commandant's staff, spring holiIn the future, the military de- released the . program for the Ar- ed chairman. This honor was acdays have been extended indefipartment has announced that it tists Course series for next year.
The members of the committee, corded him because of his recog- nitely. Holidays are to comwill grant permits and week-end
mence after the morning visit of
leaves on the slightest provocation. Pretty-boy Breeland, Jinki Shank- nized capabilities as a leader in the cadet corps to Harcombe's
lin, Musical Ed Freeman, Triple-E the cadets corps.
on April 1 and will
Other members
named
were bean factory
Waite, and Gussie Metsz, were all
Sunday Breakfast
enthusiastic over the artists selec-i William Clancy Macmurphy, vice last until spring inspection.
chairman, J. M. "Monk" Wilson,
In a recent statement to the
ted for next year.
Now Compulsory;
First on the list is the greatest secretary, W .G. Bristol, G. K. Mc- press, the commandant said, "I
opera in ten years, Star and Gar- Leod, Griffith "Diddy" Taylor; J. believe my boys have been working
Thanks Gardiner
ter, which will come here direct T. Ford; E. M. DuBose; C. B. Fel- too hard this year, and I want
Adding to his already famous from a two year run at Carnegie lers; J. W. "Bird Dog" Parris, and them to have a little fun before
career, Colonel W. W. "Victory" Music Hall. Containing many top- F. L. "Jug" Tindall.— These gentle- they are placed in the army."
Gardiner increased his prestige in ranking stars, Star and Garter is men are known to everyone as sterThe commandant also said that,
the eyes of the cadet corps by expected to be the most popular ling characters of the first degree. effective today, formations will
In a statement issued to
The cease to be compulsory, and he reinitiating the current "go to Sun- item in the entire Artists Series,
day breakfast" campaign. By his for, remember, the most beautiful Tiger last night, Dr. Poole said, quested that no one meet more
inimitable foresightedness he care- girls of all
come from Carnegie "The old council was relieved be- than one a day to give the nut
fully deduced the plans for en- Hall.
cause ofits failure to reprimand sergeants a rest.
acting this advantageous camForemost
in the
cast will be certain members of the cadet corps
Another well known member of
Errol Flynn, master of ceremonies for not having
their
eyebrows the commandant's staff, when
paign.
Gardiner unselfishly gave many and Jerry Wald, who plays the role plucked."
questioned about his views on the
hours of his valuable time, and al- of an innocent lad in the wicked
The first case to come before new spring holiday, said that it
so much of his hair (which he city.
the council is that of retired mem- was all right with him, but he did
pulled out) while making prepaFeminine members of the
cast ber Kenneth Cribb, who is charg- not know how he could get along
rations for the great occasion. He Ann Corio, Gypsy Rose Lee, Fran- ed with excessive drinking and without "busting" someone for
worked tirelessly and diligently in cis Farmer, and the entire cast of gambling in barracks.
five weeks.
order that things might run ac- the DeLuscious Chorus, twenty of
The already established motto of
As a special compensation to all
cording to plan.
the most beautiful women on the the new group is "Down With Li- members of the cadet corps, deCompelled by the clamorous de- stage.
quor."
merit limits have been raised to
mands from many cadets, Colonel
Several selections from the best
500. permitting a bit of leeway in
Gardiner lost no time in making compositions
of Mozart,
Bach, i
breaking barracks, leaving after
preparations to initiate the new Beethoven, and Gene Autry will
taps, etc.
system. In so doing, he has gain- form an outstanding portion of the
Following the return to college
ed the undying affection and ad- opera.
after spring holiday, classes are to
miration of the entire cadet corps,
The most famous selections are
be reduced to an absolute maxwho greatly appreciate being call- Panties Inferno, an adaptation of
imum of one class a week, giving
ed to arise in the wee hours of Dante's classic, Tease for
Two,
the corps sufficient time to rethe morning.
Mind Over Mattress, and Mooncuperate after their nightly bouts
Following the terms of the rev- shine Sonata.
at Pendleton.
One
of
the
most
prominent
men
olutionary action, Captain HarAlso due to appear in subsequent
on
the
campus,
a
man
who
is
most
combe made preparations for the amateur contests are Yehudi Minoverflow by serving the largest unin, the New York Philharmonic unjustly underrated, is that genial Agrarian; Bobbin And
officer of our mess, Captain Harbreakfast in the school's history. Orchestra, Toscanini,
the roving
Beaker; Slip Stick
Immediately following the an- conductor, and the London Philhar- combe.
It is largely through his efforts
nouncement that the plan was to monic Orchestra.
that we are enabled to trot hap- Merge For Duration
be inaugurated, students massed
pily (?) down to the mess hall to
in front of the Colonel's room to
An announcement has just been
receive our three daily messes. At
demand that reville be moved up McKissick Gets
issued to the effect that the Agpresent,
with
the
rising
cost
of
to five-thirty on Sunday morning.
food, he is hard pressed to furnish rarian, The Bobbin and Beaker,
The Colonel is working feverishly Soap; Carolina
us
with sufficient nourishment to and the Slip Stick will merge for
to find a solution to this prob- Gets Soaked
keep
us alive and still salt away the duration. It has been decided
lem.
his
usual
yearly rakeoff of ninety that, alone, they will be unable to
It is rumored that Gardiner is
President J. Rion McKissick
carry on their normal functions,
percent
of
the mess hall funds.
also trying to find some sort of
today made the solemn stateToo long has Captain Harcombe and must, therefore, exert a joint
formation for the corps to have
ment that, "In compliance with
languished in obscurity, it is time effort.
between Taps and Reville.
recent orders
from the WPB
The name of the new
college
that he receive full credit for the
(War Priority Board) soap will
Bobbinwonderful feasts that he, with in- publication wil be The
be furnished all Carolina men,
issued
credible labor, has scraped up for Ag-Stick, and it will be
so that they may engage in the
weekly. There is still some doubt
our enjoyment.
uncivilized custom of taking a
Captain
Harcombe is president as to who will be named Editorweekly bath."
of
the
national
honorary tray-lift- in-Chief of this super duper magNeedless
to say, Carolina's
ers'
union
and
a
member of I Lifta azine, but, it is suposed that he
enrollment has
taken a conDoha and Gimme Da Do, two lead- will be chosen in the very near fusiderable decline.
ture.
ing graft fraternities.

Last night with a unanimous decision, the military department
ousted Walker W. Gardiner and
appointed Jack Schaffer as new
commander of the brigade. Gardiner has been transferred to the
Special Units Battalion with the
rank of acting corporal.
L. D. Rogers was also relieved of
his recently won three diamonds,
with Abe Sutker taking over his position as executive on the brigade
staff.
Schaffer and Sutker said that
from now on the cadet corps will
be run on a military basis and not
in the slovenly and ill-disciplined
manner that was the custom when
Gardiner and Rogers had command.
Both former colonels were reduced in rank because of their general improper attitude in matters
pertaining to the cadet corpsi and
lack of interest in their duties.
Charges against Gardiner were
very severe, including several offences that are considered terrible
even at the Citadel. He was accused of missing reveille and drill
repeatedly, disorderly conduct in
barracks,
dilapidated
uniform,
drunken driving, eating onions,
general stupidity, and
sleeping
through breakfast.
Rogers lost his diamonds because
of his customary habit of dropping
his rifle at drill, misuse of authority, misappropriation of funds, excessive use of the bust sheet, failure to change socks weekly, and
picking his teeth at retreat. He
will join Gardiner in the Special
Units and will have the rank of
honorary cadet private first class.
Schaffer's first official duty in
his new position was to bust both
Gardiner and Rogers 23 1-2 demerits and 71 days', room arrest for
non-regulation faces. Sutker, trying on his three diamonds, badly
lacerated his face and neck and
awarded Rogers an additional 71
days' room arrest for carrying a
dangerous weapon on his shoulders.

Poole Appoints New Senior
Council; Hoppes Is Chairman

Spring Holidays
To Be Extended
Till May Sixth

Artists Program
For Next Year
Now Completed

Congratulations
Capt. Harcombe

Junior Sets Style
With Zoot Uniform

Heaven's Above!

Burr Head Howell, popular upto-date dresser of the junior class
has created a new style on the
campus.
He was seen yesterday merrily
tripping across the campus with
his attractive pants that now are
cut with arm holes. His shirt,
which can be seen enveloping his
shoulders and arms, remains the
same color, faded gray.
Last week, while tucking the
shoulders of his shirt, he happened to draw his belt too tight, and
he almost strangled before his ole
lady could come to his rescue.
Supffy Thomas is gradually getting in with this new style and has
his pants up to the second button.

Taps And CD. A.
Reap Harvest
Financial reports just received
from campus clubs, societies and
publications reveal that the Central Dance Association and the Taps
publication are well fixed, financially speaking. These two student
activities have accumulated enough
wealth to keep all their boys well
supplied with poker stakes, and
spending money.
'Tom Stanley, President of the
C. D. A., said today that plans wers
being completed to establish an old
age insurance plan for the ctal»
members. This will be in addition
to Social Security and a form of
health insurance already carried by
the organization. "Furthermore," he
said, "we are making plans to establish an endowment fund for the
college."
Cotton Herring, Editor-in-Chief
of Taps, stated that his publication would go the C. D. A. one
better by securing unemployment
compensation for all the Taps staff.
From the looks of things, some
of the money is already being spent
free and easy. A recent check of the
books reveals that allowances are
being made to all the members of
both organizations. When holidays
and week end roll around the boys
are allowed extra money for mileage, etc.

Local Drunkards
Tap Five "Kegs"
Rho Dammit Rho, local honorary moonshiner's society, this week
tapped five outstanding junior sots
to membership
announced Lilton
MeRoy, Master Tippler.
The new
members are Henny-Penny Grimball, voice training '94 of Pottstown: Guts Albergotti, inebriation
'39 of
Blackbottom; Teddy-Bare
Smith, football '44 of Great Falls,
Herkimer Dog
Wright, mecenary
merchandising '75' of Sinnica and
Wild Bill Camp, horse-theiving '00
of Aleatraz, California.
Informal initiations
will begin
this very day. Although The Tiger
is sponsoring
an
anti-brutality
campaign, these bays will be deprived of alcohol for the horrible
time of 24 hours.

New Beverages
In Stock Here

Colonel Jack Leo Schaffer, recently appointed to command
the brigade in place of Walker
Gardiner, has issued a report
saying that the corps will undergo a general settling-down.
Gardiner was removed from his
military position because of improper attitude.

This locomotive has been chartered by Clemson from the Southern
Railway for the Spring Holidays Express, which will leave Calhoun at 12-15 sharp tomorrow afternoon for Greenville and Columbia Cadets will be sold tickets at fifteen cents apiece to either
city the rest of the expense being borne by the college. Railroad
officials guarantee that the train will arrive in Columbia fortyfive minutes after leaving Calhoun.

CDA Signs James, Spivak, Dorsey
Charlie Spivak, the Man Who Chairman John Derrick said last
Flays The Sweetest Trumpet In night.
Marking his first appearance on
The World, and his orchestra for
the Ring Dance Friday night from the Clemson campus, Harry James'
eight to ten, with Taps Ball be- stellar aggregation is expected to
ginning at ten o'clock with Harry create a sensation with jive fans
here, and Tommy Dorsey's sweet
James Music.
Over two thousand girls from all trombone will send sweet music adparts of the country are being ex- dicts out of this world. To be feapected for the series, and they will tured with James are Helen Forrest
all be housed in the field house and Johnny McAfee, and Frank
and
physics
building,
placing Sinatra is expected to make a spe-

Colonel Covington (Goat) Mc«
Millan, Klemson Kollege Kommandant, announced today that a detachment of 500 members of the
Women's Auxiliary Army Corps
would arrive on the campus next
week to initiate the new female
army training program.
All Klemson is agog with anticipation of the arrival of the
feminine contingent. The housing problem was easily disposed of
by a mass evacuation of the
first, second and third barracks
to Bowman field. Outside Kadets
will take up sumptious quarters in
pup tents.
Major Ivan Twitchbotom, general nuisance,
'89, has been sent
here from Camp Follower and will
serve as common-dant to the pulchritudinous cadre. Said the Major, "I have personally looked over every one of the young ladies
to be stationed here and could
find no fault whatsoever wita
face, form, or figure. They're sublime," beamed the Major.
Captain Ripsy Grose Glee, affectionately known to the "girls"
as "Queenie", is the WAAC commanding
officer. Said
Captain
Glee,
"giggle!
giggle!
we are
simply mad to come to Klemson.
It will be simply divine. We do
hope that you sweet boys won't
mind living on your
Bowman
field for the rest of the year in
your "puppie" tents. I do wish
there was some way we girls'could
repay you all, as you Southerners
so quaintly put it. Don't hesitate
to call on us at any time."
Several courses will be taught
the WAAC's during their .-;tay heie
at Klemson. They include, "How
to get a kadet,"
the advanced
course in "How to
beat out,"
"Identification of a Wolf."
and
"Female camouflage."
An extensive physical training
program has been designed
by
Ballet Master Frank Howard of
the Klemson Athletic Association
Howard, a master of the terpsecorian art, will hold a series oi
classes designed for the "Body
Beautiful". The classes will consist of Modern interpretive dancing, euryrithmics, and
classic
Greek dancing.
Howard,, well
pleased with his new assignment,
seems enthusiastic. "Well, fellows," he said to Tiger reporters,
"I don't want you to get the impression that these physical culture endeavors will not embody
some really strenuous physical exertions. On the contrary, gentlemen, we have incorporated into
our curriculum such devastating
difficult athletic enterprises
as
"hop scotch" "Jacks" and "monopoly."
P. B. Holtzenfuffer, head janitor
of the Klemson YWCA has also
made plans to see that the incoming girls have healthy, good, clean
entertainment while here at Klemson. The Y bar and grill has been
reduced. "Yes, sir!
Every third
Zombie is on the house", chirped
the genial Holtzenfuffer.
"We
ain't going to let the gals be lonely
either, every Saturday rught the
entire Kadet Korps is invited to
the Y for a social with the
WAAC's. Such games as "Spin
the Bottle," "Postoffice," "Flas\light", "Parlor Rugby", and other
wholesome entertainment will be
offered. The Orahood Montecarlo
has been moved, loaded dice and
all, from the fifth barracks and
has been set up in the Y cabinet
room. Said Mr. Holtzenfuffer, "Oh
yes.!
We will all have a jolly
time!"
Campus leaders when asked
opinions
concerning
our new
neighbors, had this to say:
Jerk Schaffer, Kadet Kernal"—
"Der women ain't dey!"
Elmore Blanton, president ot
Block C—"Lead me to "em!"
Abe Sutker, Brigade executive—
"Vat else!"
What do the WAAC's .think of
the idea? Well, a Clemson mau
needs no introduction!

Class Attendance Is
Now A Violation

Three More Bands Coming For Taps Ball

Harry James and his famous mus
ic makers have been signed to play
for the Friday night formal of
the Taps Ball Series, CDA President Tom Stanley announced this
week. Tommy Dorsey and his sentimental gentlemen of swing will
play for the Saturday night informal, and Will Osborne will play
as scheduled for the Saturday afternoon tea dance.
Plans are rapidly being completed by the Senior Class to save

Pop's Place, local whiskey dealer,
has just received a new stock of
belly fillers, and one's night's enjoyment (excluding the day after
the night before) especially for
Taps Ball announced
Drunkard
Willie B. Godbold, local distributer.
It has long been the policy of
Pop's Place to keep the cadets well
supplied with these beverages, says
Godbold, and we are going to be
sure that everyone is filed to the
gilds. All time purchase high is anticipated, and a staggering time is
expected by all.
. It will not be necessary to come
to the estbalishment camouflaged
as in the past. The Trusties and
Mister Cribb have put their noggins together and decided to put
away their police badges and their
one track minds on the side. Just
drive up, honk the horn, and you
will be promptly served. No ration
card is necessary. Special containers wil be given o keep the beverages fresh while in the barracks.
The cooperation of the building
custodian is assured in the opening
of all the doors for those that become over gilded.

Expect WAAC's
Next Week; To
Arrive By Train

cial trip here to sing once again
with Dorsey's band.
Chalie Spivak's band will be welcomed heartily here after the huge
success he scored at Mid-Winters
last year. With him will be the
Star Dusters and Barry Stevens,
singer of romantic songs.
Prices for the series are expected
to be reduced to a new low of
twenty-five dollars, with any single dance costing fifty bucks (plus
tax, of course).

The class cut system which has
been so feared by the cadet corps
has finally been forced into being.
President Poole said today that,
"Persons attending any classes wil!
do so against my will, and the
commandants office has been notified to give anyone attending
class, before ten o'clock, a tan demerit 'bust.'"
Dr. Poole issued a
statement
urging all cadets to cooperate with
the new system, and avoid much
confusion which would result if
these orders were disobeyed. The
Registrar's office has already been
informed of the new set-up, and
any violation of the new plan will
be classed as 'unauthorized attendance of class.'

Beginning yesterday, I will Eign
all medical permits.
—Doc Milforii
I feel awful when I have U, bust
one of you boys.
—Sgt. Helton
This class is worked on
the
honor system. Sit next to one another.
—Brandon
I thoroughly enjoy every speaker that comes to Clemson.
—Waite
My little devils died last week.
—Taylor
Why must you insist on meeting
formations?
—Pool
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—that Taps Ball is off to a good
start, and he (Oscar) only hopes
it continues.
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A Sad Situation—
Gentlemen, we realize that asking for money at this
time is definitely out of place. We also realize that the
Red Cross, War Bonds and so forth have already drawn
heavily on your existing percuniary funds, but we feel
that we must, yes, we must call upon you at this time
for a small contribution to keep one of Clemson's finest
organizations from becoming non-existant.
Gentlemen, the Central Dance Association is broke!
Thomas Stanley, prexy of the CDA, was this week forced
to file a plea of bankruptcy. It was with tears in his eyes
that he announced that the CDA was no more.
We know that this all seems impossible to you, but
figures do not lie. The CDA books have been examined by
expert examiners and figures do not lie! In the words of
our beloved Tom Stanley, the situation is gravely thus:
"Our greatest set back was Mid-Winters. After paying
off Jerry Wald and crew, the total net gain was only
$56,000, a mere drop in the bucket-pin money. Split six
ways, that left us a paultry $6,000 per member of the
senior staff. We tried, believe me gentlemen, we tried to
make a go of it. Take my case alone. Could you expect
me to keep up my three Buicks and the Lincoln Zeypher
on this kind of money. And the usual $5, cigars I smoke!
How could I possibly keep myself in the manner to
which I am accustomed? No, we have failed; The CDA
will never be again."
Fellow cadets, I appeal to you, I beg of you, don't
|t our Central Dance Association go the way of all flesh.
I is up to you to see that she will live again. A few pennies will not be missed by any of you. Start now! The
CDA defecit amounts to $746,000,567.00. Pay this off and
the CDA will once again take us to its motherly bosom:
In fact, it will once again take us!
Also, I'll see you at Taps.

Let's Rightfully Name Itit is high time that someone did something about the
renaming of this immortal continent of ours. Rightfully it
should be called Columbus after the man who came
over way back in 1492.
But someone got the brilliant idea that it should
be named after that fellow, er, what's his name—Amerigo
Vespuci, or something. And so it was named.
We demand, we plead, we beg someone to change the
name of America to Columbia.
We must have some way of remembering that immoral, I mean immortal man, Christopher Columbus.
Chris would appreciate it and I'm sure that he will
thank us.
So let's all get behind this drive and remake history.

Dog Days—
Here is an astounding fact! here is no dog shortage on
the Clemson Campus! True, but the matter goes deeper
i that.
The great herds of canine beasts who stomp about
the campus, attending all parades and retreats, and going
about in their usual manner, are still to be seen, but have
you noticed one thing? Have you noticed that the various,
types of canine individuals in this select group come-and
goYes, they come and they go. A person walking about
the campus will look nonchalantly at a group of roving
canines and wonder about that little brown spotted white
dog. "My, but he is skinny." Days pass and you notice
that your skinny, brown spotted, white dog is getting
fatter. Soon he reaches a point in physical development
where you don't notice him or distinguish him from the
rest of the pack. Then, then, it happens. The fat, brown
spotted, white dog disappears. But where? Soon there is
another skinny dog putting in an appearance. This time
brown,—white spotted. He fattens up and then too disappears.
Gentlemen, it is a mystery which we have been unable to solve with any conclusive proof, but this fact does
remain:
Some of the meat that Captain Harcomb feeds us
sure as hell does not come from the meat market!

Higgins Is Innocent—
A great injustice has been done, the results of which
have been cataclysmic and nearly tragic. Some weeks ago
"Buddy" Higgins was reported in this paper as being the
secret agent X49 of Much Adoer Chapin, As a result,
Higgin's popularity at the "Zoo' hit a new low.
Brooding over his misfortune and his innocence, Higgins finally broke. Last night he tried to poison himself
in the mess hall by eating some of Captain Harcombe's
bull. With a prayer and the aid of a stomach pump, Higgms life was saved. But for what? What has this young
man to live for? How can he go on now that he has a
crush on a little Geechy who goes to the school which has
ostracized him? We feel that we must exonerate him.

Miss Margie Wilson, charming
honorary Cadet Colonel of
Agnes Scott and Greenville,
■will become the bride of Cadet
Colonel L. S. Ligon early this
spring.

Our dashing, romantic, and
dear Cadet Colonel Langdon S.
Ligon will take that final step
early this spring when he is
dragged to the altar by our
charming honorary Cadet Colonel.

Charming Cadet To Wed Honorary
Colonel !n Impressive Ceremony
The engagement of charming,
dashing Langdon Sumter Ligon to
Clemson's honorary cadet colonel,
Miss Harjorie Anne Wilson of
Agnes Scot and ye'ole Greenville,
was announced recently.
The groom will be attended by
Muggsie Thebaud as bridegroom
and Shorty Gardiner, Tuffy Blanton, and Snuffy (Automobills)
Thomas as groomsmen.
Inside information says that the
lovely cadet will be clad in flowing white trousers with a peppermint stripe along the seam, and

his blouse will be of a lovely shade
of light gray trimmed in black.
Over his right shoulder he will
wear a beautiful red sash that has
been in the Clemson brigade for
many years.
On his left side he will wear a
beautiful saber that was borrowed
from Captain McMillan.
As soon as the ceremony is over,
the young couple will go on an
extensive trip south. They plan
to visit Pendleton, Sandy Springs
and Boscobel.

Two Dashing Professors To Enter
Into Wedlock With Local Ladies
Dr. Rupert Taylor, charming son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Taylor and
Dr. J. C. Green, glamorous son of
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Green became the bridegrooms of Miss
Sadie Smith of Six Mile -and Miss
Sallie Hotchkiss. of Newry at high
noon today in the Shady Hollow
Graveyard.
Dr. Taylor was attended by Mr.
U. R. Quick and Dr. Green was
attended by Mr. James Good. As
the grooms approached the altar
their faces were shining in anticipation of the glorious event that
was about to take place and a
slight part of the glow came from
some spirits the two young men
had already enjoyed. Blushing very
"reddily" the two replied to the
clergy man in low but certain
terms.
Both were charmingly clad in three
piece suits consisting of coat, vest,
and trousers. The coats of dark
red trimmed in a most ravishing
shade of yellow had true drape
shapes, and resembled the popular
zoot suits. A sentimental story was
current among the guests that the
suits had been worn by the fathers
and grandfathers on their wedding
day also. Conspicous on the front
of Dr. »Taylors' suit was a little
diamond studded devil that had
been a charm in his family for
years, and a most lavishing Ingersoll Big Ben Alarm Clock was
hanging from his watch chain.
Young Dr. Green had a very pretty
green and red imitation diamond
on his sterling tin tie pin.
The grooms' pants were pink and
purple and were suspended from
the waist, failing almost straight
to the floor. They were held by
black and white suspenders that
had been borrowed from the local
attendant of the Black and White
Service Station. The severe simplicity of the garments was revealed by the left pantalet, which
was caught up about four inches
revealing the lovely new socks that
are being worn by the youriger set
now. These hose have neither heels
nor toes in them thus giving the
well air conditioned effect, and
the shoes were simply out of this
world. They were made of braided
blue horse hide and trimmed in
a bewitching shade of dark orange.
Beneath the vest the grooms wore
blue shirts made of a lovely quality of satin with stunning trans-

fer designs on them. These pretty
and useful costumes would have
passed unnoticed had not both of
the grooms muffed the rings when
the groomsmen passed them to the
blushing bridegrooms. When they
stooped to recover the circulets the
lovely red of their" underwear was
revealed.
Many guests were present at this
gala affair. Wilson Webb, Frank
Plev, Elliott Dodson and C. J. Hipp
were all attendants at the reception
immediately following the ceremony. They served all sorts of pastries, tarts, hot toddies and hamburgers. Blame has been laid to
them for the accidental tilting of
some spirits into the punch.
All present enjoyed one of the
most : colorful weddings in many
months. As the brides led the raving grooms from the nuptials it
was noticed that they wore the
customary veils and orange blossoms.

Janitors To Get
Credit For Work
Notice has just been received
from the registrar's office that
credits will be given for all work
done on policing the grounds. Two
semester credits are to be added
to the total of every student participating in the voluntary janitorial duty. Grades will be given
on the course, and the announcement revealed that no blue slips
will be given in the subject.
The A. S. J. E. (American Society of Janitorial Engineers) has
shown extreme interest in the future of the newly instituted subject, and is making arrangements
for the establishment of a local
chapter of Picker Duck Up, national honorary janitor's fraternity.
In a recent conference with
members of the press, Mr. Metz
said, "The cooperation which has
been received on this project is
truly magnificent, and it is my
hope that the great enthusiasm
will continue to grow. The spirit
with which the boys have entered
into this work, and their untiring
efforts on its behalf have made

DO YOU WANT TO GROW
UP TO BEAN OLD MAID?
No? Then get your Zoot uniform today. If
you are too tired to come by, call our barracks representative, "Burr Head" Howell. If you do not want to see 'Burr
Head," (we don't either) then see me.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR ROTC MEN
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
WHAT DO YOU NEED FOR
SPRING HOLIDAYS?

HOOK SLOAN
Calhoun, S. C.

tion Tuesday.
oscar says

—that the boys in third are at
least able to breathe freely again,
oscar says
37TH C. T. D. OFFICIAL NEWS
boogy-woogied by.
—that ■ Doug Crouch seems to now that they have a new leader.
AGENCY
D. When the inspecting officers have blossomed into one of Clemoscar says
Pilot—Al. T. Tude
—that the illustrious Sgt. White
reach your floor, the command son's most promising playboys.
Co-Pilot—Joe Nosedive
of Co. L-l seemed to have been
"Dress Right, Dress" will be givoscar says
Navigator—Ralph Pearlman
—that George Aull seems to be doing all right with the .women
en. At that command each man
Bombardier—Saul Schier
will see that his roommate; is dress- getting quite thick with that' cute Sunday, although they were more
Engineer—Bob Penskar
school
teacher—especially the George Bradley age.
ed right. This does not apply of little
oscar says
Monday afternoon; as we were course to anyone named Scott. The when he takes her on all his
—that maybe Sigma Epsilon
, nonchalantly standing in formation latter named individuals will form trips.
could pitch one big 'un if Cribb
osnar says
waiting to be dismissed, and at the a double line outside the coke ma—that Elliot Dodson must have would forget he is on the Senior
I same time thinking of all the places chine and assume the sitting posiwe'd rather be at the moment, we tion of attention until the machine felt out of place at the Y dance Council or at least look the other
in cits.
way.
were suddenly aware of our names is empty.
oscar says
oscar says
being barked out by our friend the
To Staff Sgt. "Honest Abe" Bo—that not only does Palmer
—that he hears McKenzie had a
Adjutant. Imagine our confusion gart we extend our heartiest conbig time in Central last week-end rate Oscar, but he also rates the
to discover that Lit. Bratten re- gratulations for the manner in
oscar says
Greenville High paper.
quested our presence over at the which he handled the party in Sen- —with what he (Oscar) doesn't
oscar says
field house. Not only did he re- eca. We're sure your ten year old know, but he has ideas.
—that as Ruddock wants to see
quest it, but he demanded it. Ev- brother, if there be such, couldn't
oscar says
his name in print before he leaves
idently he had no idea of who he have done better.
—that maybe Thomas had betoscar says
was dealing with, otherwise he
Lt. Josephs announces that all ter just use the word "car" to ex- —here it is—William O. Ruddock.
oscar says
would have personally come for us those unable to break away from press his thoughts, or maybe that's
—that Mary Sears should be
in the staff car. Of course we were their feminine companions before not what they call 'em up in the
more careful of the cadets she
humiliated by his poor etiquette, 1:00 a. m. Sunday morning, may hills of Tennessee.
goes with. Especially the one that
——oscar says
but since he's such a swell guy, we call the Guard Room collect by the
—that you can't expect him can't turn her loose even when
decided to overlook his ignorance of nearest telephone, and request an
our social position. On the way to extension on their leave pass. The (Thomas) to learn everything in driving over a rough road — that's
dangerous!
see him, a number of thoughts staff car will also be available with three years.
——oscar says
4
oscar says
.
arose in our minds. Was it because a full tank of gas, for anyone wish—that he hears that Paul Sand—that Bill Camp, on his trip
he needed some technical advice? ing to borrow it to use on a date.
ers is getting awfully nervous about
No, it couldn't be that; we just gave If the demand becomes so great, to Atlanta last week, has finally something lately, and seems jitfound a gal that won't late date
him some last Saturday. Could it the first come, first serve policy on
him.
tery even when he gets' a notice
be.that Ophelia's father had final- will be employed.
oscar says
to report to the guard room to
Lt. Joseph has decreed that all
ly caught up with us?
No, it
—that the Greenville News must meet a "friend."
couldn't be that: he couldn't have moustaches must go. How will we read his column, for they finally
■
oscar says
anything on us yet, as we've only recognize you, Lieutenant?
—that Charlie Ellis (that great
published his (Oscar's) scoop on
Lt. Thlbault will visit all cadets Lang Ligon's engagement.
known his daughter since Saturday
big hunk of a man) seems to be
night. Upon arriving at lit. Brat- in the morning, instead of the usuoscar says
quite a flash with the women
ten's swank office, we were im- al procedure. This is so he won't
—that he wonders what Margie around here, especially
while
mediately ushered in, and found forget how to use his bedside man- thinks about Lang's getting per- watching the Senior Flatoon drill
the lieutenant in his favorite posi- ner.
mits to go to High School dances? the other afternoon.
—oscar says
Capt. de Solenni promises to stop
tion, legs sprawled out on his desk,
oscar says
—that he tftinks he (Oscar) will
big cigar in his mouth, radio going, dating the cute waitress who slings
—tha he (Oscar) sho' does think
full blast, and a beautiful redhead the hash at the corner restaurant. open a hot dog stand at the in- this April Fool edition is foolish,
manicuring his finger nails. Upon Maybe she'll give us a break now. tersection of Thomas Avenue and but he really did enjoy working on.
seeing us, he immediately snapped Incidentally, how many of you Gardiner Lane on the second floor it.
-oscar says
to attention; at the same time the knew that the Captain is .originally of first barracks.
—■—oscar says
—that he (Oscar) wishes the
redhead was deposited from his lap from the South—South Italy.
—that the traffic certainly war- band would play half as good at
Beginning April 2, 1943, the folto the floor with a resounding thud.
rants it.
Retreat and parades as they did
We gave him "AT Ease", and got lowing rules will become effective.
oscar says——
serenading the new Air Corps boys
down to business. To sum up the As of today, the allowance per stu—that congratulations are due
whole story, the reason he wanted dent for food shall be increased to to Charlie Howard, but he can't after drill Tuesday.
oscar says
to see us was to give us the low- $3.50 per day. The following menu say the same to his pet peeve Hell
—that the Corps was really
down on all the tissue issues that will be in effect each day, with D. Rogers.
forced to waltz up the hill at r*««,
have been circulating in the bar- slight variations to suit the tastes.
oscar says
treat Monday afternoon. Maybe
racks, and here they are just as Any student dissatisfied with any
—that the chief Ex-Ranger real- the band is going after Wayne
they were told to us.
dish served, may substitute by ly laid an egg (and was it big!) King's reputation as the waltz
1. There wif! definitely be ad- speaking to his table waiter.
during the Senior Platoon exhibi- king.
vancement for members of high BREAKFAST:
1-2 Grapefruit, Cereal (by choice
scholastic standing in each quintile. Beginning Monday, April 5, of the individual), Two Eggs (any
the following men will be moved style), Bacon or Ham, Waffles or
from their quintiles to quintile No. hot cakes smothered with butter
1: Seymour Pekin, Louis Sach- and syrup, Coffee, milk, or tea,
rnann, Jackson Pine, Joseph Scully, buns or doughnuts.
By F. X. WALLACE
ton is known for his underhandKenneth Sadler, Joseph Scarpola, LUNCH:
PERSONALITIES IN THE NEWS: ed tactics, dealing off the bottom,
. Shrimp cocktail or oysters on the
and Sir Walter Scott.
At last the news has leaked out using marked decks etc., so this
2. Hereafter, Lt. Wilbur will po- half shell, Soup, Fried Chicken, as to why Capt. McMillan is still
lice the area around the barracks Choice of three vegetables, Salad, with us here at Clemson. The war column warns the whole corps to
at 8:00 every morning after chow Fresh fruit, Pie or Cake, Ice Cream dept. issued a statement this week watch him like a hawk.—LeRoy is
comparatively new to the bartenformation. Should there be an un- (flavor by choice).
to the effect that due to a special ding game, but said Milton, "I've
usual amount of debris he can feel SUPPER:
dispensation from General George been studying for weeks so I ought.
free to call oh Sgt. "Sad News''
Shrimp cocktail, fruit cocktail, or
C. Marshall, chief of staff, Capt. to be ready.—The only thing that
Davis for assistance. By the way fruit juice, Salad, Sirloin steak covMcMillan was permitted to remain worries me now is the difference
Sarge, you all have been rubbing us ered with onions and mushrooms,
here. When asked for a statement bewteen a "Sidecar" and a "Manall the wrong way lately. We're choice of three vegetables, pie,
say, hattan", but I'll have it down by
fixin' to put on our workin' gloves cake, jello, ice cream 'flavor by Gen. Marshall had this to
"The
army's
loss
is
Clemson's
gain"
Saturday. "V-The Casino, by the
and go to work on you.
choice), choice wines wif! be served
3. Effective immediately, there at supper only. Bread, butter, and —The army will just have to grin way will be located in the former
club room and for opening night
will be a 10 minute break between toothpicks will be served at all and bear it."
Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn only will feature Margie Hart and
classes to allow the boys to smoke, meals, and guards will be posted
A tremendous
or take care of the other necessi- at all doors to prevent indigestion announced this week that Clem- the "Rockettes".
son College is gradually
getting crowd is expected so people are reties of life.
by keeping Sgt. Davis out.
out
of
debt
by
buying
beef
at
a
quested to phone their reservations
4. S. M. I. Regulations:
As of April 1, 1943, only the
A. Floors will be painted red on members of quintiles 1 to 5 in- tremendous saving.—The price paid to Ed "Gypper" Collins, who has
the first floor, white on the second clusive will be allowed to use the is only 52 1-2 cents a pound on the been retained to be the club manager.
floor and blue on the third. Patri- facilities of Anderson Air Base. hoof .—(Wholesale);
Due to a chronic ailment, Col.
This column has learned from a
otic, you know.
What's that? These Misters will be trained in
Fourth floor. Oh those on the various types of aircraft such as L. S. Ligon will no longer be able very reliable authority that Benfourth will remove all floors for the gliders, blimps, and ascension bal- to lead the Senior Platoon. The jamin "Tony" Chestoehowski, forpresent and keep them in their loons, inflated with the hot air re- members of the platoon got togeth- mer chirman of'the Senior Council,
er in exectuive session the other was picked up in Anderson
barracks bags along with the rest leased by Sgt. Davis.
last
of the dirty stuff that's hidden
Well, fellows, it's here. We have night and elected Clemson's own Saturday night for being "Drunk
there every Saturday.
our long awaited supremacy over Abe Sutker to take Ligon's place. and disorderly". When asked about
B. Beds will be made up in the the underclassmen, but being so When asked for a statement, Sut- what actions the new council would
best—vot take, chairman Bert Hoppus
prescribed maner; sheets 10 inches kind of heart we have volunteered ker said,' "I'll do my
from the mattress, blankets 10 to administer to these
said, "It was a dastardly act.—You
needs else?"
Gas rationing has at last caught can rest assured that he will reinches from the sheets and pillows whenever needed.
Judging from
ten inches from the blankets. Shoes the enthusiasm shown the upper- up with Doc Milford. Yes, Doc has ceive just punishment."—Chestowill be placed on the pillow ten classmen, one and all, we are go- put up his two Buicks for the chowski would make no statement
inches from the hat as usual. One ing to show as miieh motherly duration and has dragged out his to the press when asked about the
new ruling has been added, all the kindness as humanly possible. The old two cylinder Essex, which he crime.
beds must be ten inches from the upperclassmen have sacrificed their used to come to Clemson.
There is a rumor making the
For the past several weeks, all rounds that a "Dime
floor,
furlough privileges so that the un*
a Dance"
C. Gas Masks will be rolled up derclassmen might take advantage eyes have been focused on the joint will open up at the present
with socks and placed behind of them. We hope that all our registrar's office, awaiting the very site of the bowling alleys and furas to thermore that Aiken
toothbrushes. Shaving cream must sacrifices will be appreciated and important announcement
"Sharpie"
be squeezed out of all tubes during that Sarge Davis' statement as to who would be this year's valedic- Still will operate said joint.—Upon
torian.
At
last
Registrar
G.
E.
inspection. This may be put back who is the better of the two groups
checking this rumor, it was found
after the inspecting officers have will be disregarded. At least we've Metz has announced that the high to be correct and we also found
disregarded it. All the upperclass honor and distinction this year out that for the first week, Charofficers volunteer as a body for was won by John "Bully" Cagle. lie Fellers and his "Corny Collepossible the addition of credits."
such duties as shining your shoes, Modest John, who by the way has
A special course for seniors on laundry detail, and assisting you maintained an 8.99 grade point gians" will furnish the music, with
janitorial administration is to be with your baths. They will also ratio during the past four years, Charlie himself doing the vocalsadded to the curriculum, and will serve you your breakfast in bed if was reluctant to give the press a He's especially good at "Ave Maria"
—Girls from Calhoun, Six Mile and
warrant the addition of two and a it is desired. In return for these statement.
Keowee have been recruited
as
half credits.
favors the upperclass requests that
Clemson cadets are in for a treat hostesses.—Several people believe
the underclass please take care of this week.—P. B. Holtzendorf Jr., that Dr. Poole is the financial backtheir dates in Greenville and An- said that after many weeks
of er of the project, but he could not
derson as we will be too busy clean- bickering back
and forth, Miss be reached to issue a statement.
ing the underclassmen's barracks Louise Hovick (Gypsy Rose Lee to
F. B. I. agents have been on the
to make it.
you Bub) has been signed to ap- campus for the past week investiThis week's title "Bravest Man pear at next week's vesper pro- gating a mysterious explosion at
of the Week" is shared by yours gram.—We feel sure that
Miss the hospital.—To date the only
truly, Al. T. Tude and Joe Nose- Hovick will leave a lasting impres- facts known are that several casdive, for writing the stuff that has sion on Clemson.—Incidentally the es of "Doc's Double Duty Dynaappeared in this week's column. reels to be shown are
"Misled mite" were stored in the cellar and
Looking through these bars has Daughters" and Hedy LaMarr in it is believed that they were set
brought us to the conclusion that "Ecstasy". The program will be off intentionally since several gasperhaps it wasn't worth it.
opened with the singing of that oline soaked rags were found at
This just about sums up the old favorite of all, "The Face on the scene.—Ths only clue in the
present situation as far as the ru- the Bar Room Floor", and Alan F. case so far is the evidence offermors are concerned, and takes Mayer will lead the devotional.
ed by nurse
Dobson—She
was
care of all the new orders going
Milton LeRoy, erstwhile presi- awakened just before the explosion
into effect. If by this time, dear dent of the "Y" wishes this column by someone screaming, "If I can't
reader, you still can't figure out to announce the opening of the have the hospital then the army
what this column is all about, just "Y" Casino this Saturday evening
won't have it either."—She is befeast your eyes on the date at the at 6 p. m. LeRoy will have coming held as a material witness and
top of the page, and perhaps it will plete charge of the bar and "Ace"
wfl disclose the identity of the
clarify everything.
Blanton, local card shark, will take owner of the voice she heard to
care of the gambling room.—Blan- the grand jury.
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CLEMSON
COFFEE
SHOP

The Friendly Place
To Meet Your
Friends To Eat

Home Cooked

Meals Delicious
Steaks
American
Owned

Sunday Movies Open,
'Holtzy' Announces

P. B. Holtzendorff, general secretary of the Y. M. C. A., said today that plans were complete for
the opening of Sunday movies.
Due to the fact that he wishes to
avoid a business transaction on
Sunday, 'Holtzy' will open the doors
gratis.
In an effort to obtain the best
in entertainment possible,
Mr.
Holtzendorff said that he would
tap the profits of the 'Y clubroom
bar', and also request that the college authorities donate to the cause.
Owen.

Do you have dishwater hands? If so send
us your laundry so we can end your worries. We do excellent work at removing
buttons, and air conditioning socks.

CLEMSON COLLEGE
LAUNDRY

THREE
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Marble Team Wins National Title
BY JIM AUSTELL
Authority note: In the following nonsense, any similitary to persons living or dead is NOT concidental
and is intentional.
All worries about a Tiger football team for next year
are over. Coach Showard has solved the problem of man
power shortage and has settled back with a sigh of relief
and confidence. Now all you cadets and alumni can stop
worrying 'cause the new team is well worthy of wearing
Bengal colors and you may rest assured that Clemson will
be sufficiently represented on any gridiron.
The athletic association turned slightly pro and signed
the swivel hipped, powerful running, Doc Moore and ten
graceful WACC's to form the neucleus of the '43 squad.
Fireball Moore will, of course, be the sparkplug of the
team. He is tops as a pass SNATCHER and runner though
his kicking hasn't been very good of late. His recently low
punting average is most probably due to the weight of the
silver on his boots keeping his legs tired.
Coach (I'll spit where I damned pleased) Showard
went through many hardships in securing new players but
he gives most of the credit to his able assistants, Baaaa
McTillan, Wallace Wade Dodgers, and Speedy Dorman.
The assistants spent a great deal of time and work rounding up the new material.
A desire to get more experience among the ranks led
to much dispute and negotiating before the mighty Moore
was signed. The outstanding senior, Charlie Bright, was
Coach Showard's first choice for the position but Bright
was unable to secure a release from his present contract
with our leading opponent in the state, Winthrop University. Bright was willing to cancel the contract with the other institution but his able manager, Clarke, decide it best
for him not to take any action so he was unable to get
the necessary releases.
NEW TRAINER NECESSARY
The athletic association has been flooded with applications for the position (not job) of trainer for the new
WACCs. Chappie, the former trainer, was released because he did not have "that certain swing" that will be
necessary for the new material.
Assistant trainer, Harrol Cambright, is being considered for the task of getting the feminine stars in shape.
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THE MARBLE TEAM
The Tiger's trail leads far and wide this week—extending way down to Miami where the national intercollegiate
marble tournament was held.
Clemson gained much publicity from this event; thanks
to our representatives there. Our marble team was led
by the highly tutored star of stars, Red Gelk, of Bastonia,
N. C. Aiding Gelk was that wizard of the rings, Gake
Jood. Gake came back with the most marbles although he
didn't have as big a hand in the scoring as did Gelk.
The thrill of the tournament was in the last game. The
tremendous crowd stood with anxiety, the judges gathered in close, one marble was left in the ring, the score was
tied and it was Red's shot. In his characteristically slow
manner he gracefully and nonchalantly bent to position,
carefully aimed and shot—a perfect hit—a star was born.
Due recognition should also be given the other members of the team. There was Dead-eye Berb Chessen,
Knuckles Terring, and Fudging Herry. These men did
much to contribute to the success of the Tigers.
SUCCESS FOR ANOTHER ATHLETE
The talk of the campus this week has been entirely
concerned with the news that John "Bully" Cagle has
signed with International Pictures Inc. to play opposite
beautiful Betty Grable in a sensational new picture
"The Lamb and The Brute" to be filmed immediately
upon Bully's graduation (it is impossible to announce....
the exact date).
This is the first time a Clemson man has achieved
such an honor. Cagle's being chosen for the lead role
is due entirely to the high scholastic average he has
maintained through four years of college football
stardom. International Pictures predict that Bully will
be of the same general type but will be a greater box
office attraction than the highly publicized Errol Plinn.
Bully is taking his roommate of three years, Chicken
Brown, with him as side kick and business manager.
Along with Bully, Brown also has been an honor student for three years.
We envy Bully in his new experience and wonder
if he'll remember his old Tiger friends when he is
holding the gorgeous Betty in his arms and knowing
that he is the idol of every college man in the nation.
BLOCK C OFFICERS
Congratulations to the new Block C officers. The
three outstanding seniors that have been chosen by their
fellow members to head the club next year are a true
representation of the high ideals of sportsmanship that
are characteristic of the club.
President Elmore Blanton is one of the greatest among
Tiger athletes. He will be long remembered for his outstanding performances on the cinderpath.
Chubby Thompson, newly elected vice president, is
one of the unsung heroes of Tigertown. Although he hasn't
been a first-stringer on the Bengal basketball team, his
scores have accounted for many a Tiger victory.
Although Rock Holcomb hasn't been an outstanding
student he has contributed much to sports at Clemson. He
has probably spent too much time with sports and hasn't
had sufficient time to study. Definitely one of Clemson's
all-time football greats, no man could have been selected
that would have been more athletic minded than Rock.
UNKNOWNS ABOUT SOME OF OUR ATHLETES
Most any night football Captain Charlie Wright and
his "Ole Lady", Claude Rothell, can be found in their
room knitting sweaters for Charlie's girl friend who recently joined the WACC's. Charlie says that she looks so
much better in a sweater.
Harold Pierce's favorite pastime is singing and he
spends most of his time at the home of one of the local
high school musical students practicing duets. (We hear
that he is especially fond of love songs).
Big Willie Smith, that bruiser of the gridiron, is one
of Doc Taylor's most sympathetic students — he hates
all women. He is sometimes called the "Little Abner" of
the football team because of his attitude toward the
weaker sex.
J. Goode, red hot third baseman on the baseball team,
especially fond of traveling. He and (I'll hold your hand)
Turner spend most of their week-ends traveling and then
reporting the results of their experiences to the local publications.

"Red" Selk And
Gake Jood Star
Clemson's famous marble team
starring Red Belk and Jake Good
won the national intercollegiate
marble championship which was
held at' Miami's Municipal Stadium at Miami Beach, Florida, last
Friday.
By winning this meet the marble
team won national recognition by
being the only team in the history
of the world to win the meet
for three consecutive years.
Red Belk practices shooting every evening in the arena in front
of the post office. It is a very
common sight to see Red down on
his knees hollering "nothins" and
"any" and all Of those things that
those little colored boys who
shoot there have taught him.
Jake Good in his quiet unassuming manner was the star and
flash of the team with his deadly
aim and ability to english his marble from one side of the ring to the
other. Critics at the tournament
said, "he was the greatest marble
shooter since the days of Gaffer,
the great Negro shooter of the early nineties, who was by far the
greatest shooter that the world has
ever known." It is rumored that
Good and Belk have signed a
contract to tour the heart of Africa and teach their perfected art
to the darker race.

Basketball Team
Wins Southern
Conference Title
Yes, people its true, Clemson captured the
Southern Conference
Basketball crown tonight by turning back a much inferior George
Washington team. Clemson probably never has had nor never will
have a basketball team that can
equal the rcord of this '43 team.
Bob Moise played
wonderfully
against the national champions,
Erskine College. Never Miss Craig
led the scoring for the Tigers. His
shooting ability helped greatly to
defeat the West Texas State Teachers. The bashful guard,
Walt
Sears,.was frightened by the huge
crowds that flooded the field house
for every game. The
elongated
Frank Hill and miget Dick Riley
wil hang around and play one
more year.
Next year's team will be hurt by
the loss of two great ail-American players, seniors Hendrix and
Gillespie. West Freeny will probably wear his sweater, the one with
two stripes on the sleeve, to the
graduation exercises.
Coach "Pebble" Norman
has
just announced that all Saturday
games have been changed to Friday night. This ought to suit Pete
Lambrakos for he often found it
necessary to journey to "Greechie"
land. The "Pebble" also announced
that a bus schedule suitable
to
Clark and Mcllwain will be adopted.
The latest flash is from "Scoop"
Latimer of the New York Times.
He wishes to congraduate Clemson
for their two impressive victories
over Furman University by forfeit.

Football Schedule
For '43 Announced
Coach Frank (Brown Mule's
My Favorite) Howard announced the '43 football schedule
tonight. It is a seven game
card designed to bring the top
teams of the nation to Clemson. Five of the seven games
will be played away from
Clemson.
The '43 schedule:
September 23, Wofford College at Clemson.
October 9, Southern California at Pasadena.
October 16, Great Lakes Naval Training Station at Great
Lakes.
October 23, Notre Dame at
South Bend.
November 6, Tuskeege Institute at Tuskeege.
November 13, Medical College of Charleston at Clemson.
November 20, Asheville High
at Asheville.
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Dance Locates
Pop Bottles At
>ce Hockey Game

Swimming Meet
Takes Place In
Seneca River
The Tiger swimming team, which
was disbanded a fortnight ago, because of the difficulty of obtaining adequate and sufficient arrangements and means of transportation facilities and vehicles
due to the scarcity, short-age, restriction and rationing and the
importance of gasoline and rubber
in the present world situation or
crisis which has involved the
world in World War II, will oppose
the Manks Corner Mud-Turtles in
a splashing good swimming meet
from the Seneca River bridge up
the river about two allies to the
forks of the Keowee and Twelve
Mile rivers.
The meet between Clemson and
Monks Corner will begin at six
twenty-five sharp in the cool of
the morning, just after reville;
however, the cadets will be excused from this formation in order to see the meet. A leave roster will be provided for them. If
they leave here by four o'clock in
the morning they will gee there in
plenty of time.
For information to the general
public, "The Forks" is the junction of the Keowee and Twelve
Mile rivers, which form the Seneca
River. In order to see the finish
of the races it is necessary to give
directions how to get there.
One way to get there :s to go
by Doc's (McCullam's) . out the
Six Mile road; then turn off just
below the Presbyterian Church onto the old Calhoun road, which
has been abandoned and blocked
off; then cut your way through
the woods until you get to Sloan's
psture, then fter going down the
pasture for about two miles you
only will have to cross a few
streams and go through some
more woods and you are at the
Forks.
General J. D.McArthur, Spider
Webb, T. B. Holtzendorff, and
Sammy New Deal will compose the
Tiger team in a medly against
Sizemore Treadwatef, representing
the Mud Turtles.
This may seem like an unfair
race for Mr. Treadwater; however,
you must remember that lie was
born on a raft on the "Ogeechee"
River and was reared off and on
on the "Baatry" in Charleston
(South Carolina), and can swim
like a fish. He learned long-distance swimming by swimming from
Charleston up the courses of four
rivers all the way to Columbia.
The next event will be a relay
race. The Tiger team will be
made up of Oscar, Jojo Mann (who
can come to this meet because his
girl will be there and not at Winthrop) and Monk Steadman. The
Mud-Turtle team will consist of
Johnny
Wisefellow,
Gertrndus
Ringstand, VIII, and Jo Jones.
The last event of the day and
perhaps the most thrilling will be
the spectacular "flame dive" off
the top of the scaffolding of the
Seneca River bridge. Since the
Mud-Turtles are not used to great
heights, Rae MoRannie of Clemson will be the only one to undertake this stupendous dive.
He
will plunge down, flaming, for a'

Above is the powerful, swivel hipped Doc Moore, who,
with ten WAACS, will form the nucleus of Coach
Frank Howard's football team for next year. Moore is
one of Clemson's all time greats of the gridiron. The
Athletic Association went slightly pro in signing the
star. For details see "Trailing The Tiger."

Highlight of the sport events of
this past week was the flashy game
of ice hockey between the "Sainted Six" of K-3, led by Captain Elmo Blanton, and the "Honky Tonk
Boys" of H4, piloted by the one
and only (thank heaven) H. A.
Coble. K-3 nosed out H-4 198 to
37 to win the divisional championship. The game was close all the
way with K-3 leading by a slight
margin of 197 to 23 at the half.
The "Sainted Six" started the
game off in a whirlwind fashion
by calling for a time out. Henry
Sitton was by far the outstanding
figure on the rink (in his red flannels), closely pressed for honors
by his stooge Dick Breeland diked
out in a zoot coat and diapers.
Goalie Dale Vander Voort made
many brilliant saves in a losing
cause, with his nose. The K-3 aggregation was at a disadvantage
as Bruiser Milton Leroy spent 45
of the 50 minutes in the penalty
box for making slanderous statements at the referee.
Shorty Henry, \fell known operator of the Jew Shop, had Monk
Elvington put on a dancing exhibition between halves so that he
could locate all the missing pop
.bottles in the audience. He was
highly successful in gathering his
bottles, and the Senior , Council
found a few that interested them.
Early in the second half a Tiot
broke out when T. C. Moss threatened Shine Allen with his stick;
Shine ran screaming from the rink
and the arger members of his team
took up the argument. Order was
quickly restored by the
Rogers
Rangers.
The line ups were:
K-3
Elmore Blanton
Milton Leroy
T. C. Moss.

Fred Moss.
Jimmy Jackson
R. W. Touchberry.
H-4
George Coble.
Dale Vander Voort.
Henry Sitton.
Dick Breeland.
,
"Wee Wee" Higgins.
Shine Allen.

hundred feet into the rushing wa- I Students and faculty at the Unters of the river, doing a combina- iversity of Wisconsin may study
tion of the whole-gayner, back- radio code in the evening now as a
jack, half-twist, and cannon-ball result of establishment of two new
evening classes by ROTC.
dives.
Twelve hundred dollars has been
Specil scholarships have
been given by the American Foundamade' available to Latin-American tion for Dental Science
to the
and Canadian students at Webster, University of California college of
College, Mo. .
dentistry for biological researcn by
the division of dental medicine.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU

SULLIVA1V
HARDWARE CO. 1 ^
Anderson, South Carolina

Coach Stone Says
Team Too Energetic
Stone Norman's boys have suddenly become too enthusiastic. Last
week an order was put in for a few
parachutes so the pole vaulters can
solo down after their flying leap.
This seems to have solved the
pole vault problem but the dash
men are too fast for "stone" to
clock them. Ony one solution has
been found to solve this problem says Coach No-Man. The dash
men from now on will be required
to carry a shot put in each hand
while running. This may prove satisfactory.

Blanton Jailed
On Six Counts
Elmore Blanton, newly elected
president of the Block C club, was
arrested last night for drunken
driving and disorderly conduct.
Charges preferred against Blanton consisted of driving a vehicle
while under the influence of alcohol, speding, passing 17 stop signals, reckless and one arm driving
and making ungentlemenly approaches to the female populace in
general.
Judge Fine U. Out said he would
give Blanton the limit and make
him an example to other men of
his caliber. Blanton pleaded guilty,
but commented, "I'll have you know
that I am not under the affluence
of incohol nor am I as drunk as
thinkle peep I am."
Blanton, a Kadet at Klemson.
Kollege, has perhaps the worst disciplinary and academic record ever
attained by an inmate of the institution. He has not passed a
course since his registration 9 years
ago.

When Ypu Are Really
Hungry For A

GOOD STEAK
—Visit—

/

CHARLIE'S
STEAK HOUSE
Greenville, S. C.

THE CALHOUN HOTEL

Above are the three newly elected officers of the Block
C club. The new officers were elected at a regular
meeting of the club last night. On the right is the greatest of all Tiger cindermen, Elmore Blanton, the new
president. In the center is "Tubby" Thompson, fast
breaking forward on this year's basketball team, elected vice president. On the left is "Rock" Holcomb, Clemson's never to be forgotten powerful plunging fullback
for two years.
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Uniforms and Cits Cleaned
and Pressed at Reasonable
Prices*
WE DO ALTERATING
AND REPAIRING

• • •

Track Team Over Energetic; Puzzles Coach

WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

BODIFOR
DRY
CLEANERS

• • •

• • •

ANDERSON'S LARGEST AND FINEST
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

CLEMSON CADETS ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

MAYFAIR GRILL
Make This Your Headquarters While
You Are In Anderson, S. C.

EXTRA SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
BIRTH OF THE NATION, BIRTH OF THE BLUES, GONE WITH THE
WIND, SERGEANT YORK, MRS. MINIVER and many other new and outstanding attractions to be shown at Clemson soon. No MICKEY MOUSE reels
will be shown until further notice.
At present we are planning to run shorts such as GONE WITH THE WIND
immediately preceding the regular feature pictures.
In an effort to pep up the entertainment program, six outstanding orchestras
have been secured to play in the lobby of the "Y" for the entertainment of those
who are broke or who cannot find time to attend the picture. Until the contracts
for the consummation of this proposed entertainment have been settled upon,
the following prosaic pictures will be shown:
April 1 (Thursday night only)—Young Mr. Pitt, Robert Donet.
Auditorium No. 2
April 1-2—Who Done It, Abbott and Costello.
April 2-3—Once Upon A Honeymoon, Ginger Rogers, Cary Grant.
April 3 only—The Old Homestead, Weaver Brothers and Elviry.
April 5-6—The Immortal Sergeant, H. Fonda, Maureen O'Hara.
The Commandos Strike, Paul Muni, Anna Lee.
April 7—Behind The Eight Ball.
April 7-8—American Empire.
April 8-9—When Johnny Comes Marching Home.
April 9-10—The Amazing Mrs. Holliday.

COMPANY,

INC,

<SCb®OTDDBI20
26 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.
AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE

We wish to thank all of those who took part in making the Sports-day Program at Clemson a success. More than 600 attended the events in the Field
House—boxing, basketball finals and the musical programs presented by the Winthrop Sextette and Triple Trio, also the girls basketball games which were played through the courtesy of the Clemson high school and former graduates of the
high school.
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April Fool; This Issue Is
All In Fun. Overlook Remarks Made About You
Because We Enjoy Reading It. Be A Good Sport.

News: Summer School
Plan Announced By Kinard. Captain Sprawls
Visits Campus. Y Names
Ten Cabinet Members.
Franklin Is Football Captain.

—The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper—CLEMSON
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Ten Sophomores Chosen For YMCA Cabinet
Named On Basis
Of Leadership
And Service
DR. GERALD WENDT

Dr. Gerald Wendt
Chemist, Lecture
Here On April 8
Dr. Gerald Wendt,
author of
"Science for the World of Tomorrow" and "Matter and Energy," will
be the final speaker of the year's
Lecture Series when he appears on
the campus on April 8.
Dr. Wendt is recognized as an
outstanding prophet of the age of
science. His optimism, confidence,
and humor have fascinated many
hundreds of audiences throughout
the country. His provicative and
authoritative discussion have led
jai thought on the function of science as a social force.
Dr. Wendt was born at Davenport, Iowa, and received his A. B.,
M. A., and Ph. D. degrees at Harvard University. He served
as
Captain in the Chemical Welfare
Service of the U. S. Army during
World War I, and is a former dean
of the school of chemistry
and
physics at the Pennsylvania State
College.
"The birthplace of the future" is
his favorite description of the science laboratories. As one of America's leading chemists he has
v.-atched the nursing of all news
developments in science for a quarter of a century.

West Made Sergt.
At Camp Attlebury
Grady West, a student at Clemson last year from Myrtle Beach,
stationed at Camp Attleburys, Ind.,
was promoted to the rank of sergeant last month. Sergeant West
has been in the army three months.
He was engaged in the retail
newspaper business and was a service station manager until the time
he was inducted.

Spring Holiday Date
Changed; April 2-7
Dates for Spring
Holidays
have been changed to extend
from April 2 to April 7.
This change was made to allow
the sophomore Enlisted Reserve
Corps- students to take
the
qualifying ASTP exam tomorrow.
The dates previously
announced by the commandant's
officer were March 31 to April
4.

McDonald, Jenkins
Will Head Rotary
Club Of Charleston
Prederiqk H. McDonald, mechanical and electrical engineering 14
of Charleston, was recently elected
president of the Rotary Club- of
Charleston, succeeding C. Bissell
Jenkins.
Joseph E. Jenkins, agriculture and
animal husbandry il of Charleston, was named vice-president.
McDonald is consulting engineer
and chairman of the board of directors of the Charleston County
Community Development Council.

Kingoff's, Inc.
"Anderson's Quality
Credit Jewelers"
129 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

Watch Repairing
A Specialty

Service Frat Selects Ten
Harry Franklin; Marion Butler
To Captain '43 Football Team

Ten outstanding cadets of the
sophomore class have been chosen
as new members of the
YMCA
Cabinet, Henry G. Grimball, president of the Y announced Tuesday
night. The new men were chosen
on the basis of character, leadership ability, interest in Christian
work, and service potentialities.
Those selected are Claude
R.
Smith, chemstry engineering from
Lancaster; William R. Chapman,
pre-medicine
from
Greenville;
John S. Whaley, agronomy, from
Rockville, Wadmalaw Island; Henry E. Crandall, mechanical engineering from Clemson; Edward L.
Proctor,
pre-medicine from Conway; Gordon M. Goodale, chemistry engineering, from
Clemson;
James N. Young, dairying, from
Timmonsville; Gerald H. Webber,
mechnical engineering, from Spartanburg; E. M. Railings, vocational agricultural education,
from
Pageland; and Paul L.
Ritchie,
chemistry, from Greenville.
The new members will undergo a
training period of one week here
at Clemson, and will attend the
Spring Retreat to be held at the
University of South Carolina on
April 9, 10, and 11.

HARRY FRANKLIN

CAPTAIN P. C. SPRAWLS

Pershing Rifles
induct FiftyFive Freshmen
Pershing Rifles, national honor
military fraternity completed eliminations last week. Fifty
five
freshmen were named and an additional 15 were named as alternates. Sophomore members of Pershing rifles acted as judges during the
eliminations instead of The members of Scabbard and Blade ivho
formerly officiated. The alternates
will be taken in this yeex instead
of next due to the unsettled conditions in school at the present
time.
The new members are Anders, H.
C; Bush, C. T.; Bessent, J. K.;
Burdette, H. Y.; Baker, W.
S.;
Brown, J. S.; Bruorton,
E. R.;
Claussen, W. S.; Chappell, H. W.;
Cox, C. D.; Conner, J. M.; Cockfield, T. A.; Coeland, C. E.; Courtney, L. W.; Crisanti, J. W.; Davis.
G. S.; Dorsey, M. H.; Ferguson, R.;
Gorman, F., Gault, M. G.; Green.
R. D.; Hardee, J. G.; Harris, R. B.;
Hunter, J. E.; Hamilton, R. B. Herbert, H. H.; Herlong, B. H.; Holladay J. O.; and Hand, A. M.
Also Howell, N. A; Inabinet, J.
W.; Jennings, W. H.; Jolly, W. J.
Lynn, W. A.; Livington,
H. F.;
Murphey, A. T.; McCrary, J. O.;
Montgomery, H. R.; Morgan, D. O.;
McCullouch J. I.; Moore, W. H.;
Minicc, B.M.; Meade, D. R., Mallard, J. P.; McPherson, A. C; Orders, J. B. Rush, C. M.; Simple, J.
H.; Taylor, R. B.; Torras, J. H.;
Ward, W. A.; Webber, C. E.; Welch
J. A.; and Turrentine, S. A.
The alternates are Timmermahn,
J. A.; Shealy, W. L.; Stephens, W.
L.; McAlpine, J. A.; Edwards, D.
C; Klrkpatrick, M. H. Perry, A. T.;
Long, T. J.; Poole, T. B.; Osteen,
W. E.; Campbell, J. N., Jackson, J.
R.; Wise, J. J.; Smith, R. R.; Wallace, T. 0.; Moore, M. G.
The initiates will undergo an informal initiation
after
Spring
Holidays.
A 15 per cent increase in engir
neering students and a similar decrease in liberal arts students at
Lafayette college is reported by Dr.
William M. Smith, registrar.
Westminster college
is in its
nintieth year.

Harry Franklin, animal husbandry '44, of Morristown, Tenn.,
will captain the 1943 Tiger football team and Marion "Butch"
Butler, education '44 of Greenville, will be co-captain. The boys
were elected by their teammates
at a meeting Friday night.
At the same meeting "Hawk"
Craig, education '43 of Greenville,
was voted the most valuable player of the year and will receive the
Hamilton award, presented annually to the player voted most
valuable by his teammates. Craig
was co-captain of the 1942 Tigers
and was considered one of the
most outstanding blocking backs to
wear a Clemson uniform in several years.

Captain P. C. Sprawls has been awarded the Medal of
the Purple Heart for a wound he received while serving as co-pilot in a flying fortress over Henderson
Field in Guadalcanal. A bullet from a Jap Zero, which
was strafing the fortress,
struck the
Clemson ring
on his finger, tore the stone setting out, and ricocheted
off into his thigh.

Sprawls, Holder Of Four Medals
Won In Pacific, Visits Campus
Is Awarded Purple
Heart And Air Medal
Captain Phillip C. Sprawls, vocational agricultural education '38 of
Montmorenci, holder of four medals won in activities in the South
Pacific, was a visitor on the campus last week.
The Purple Heart was awarded
to him on August 2, 1942 for being
injured while flying over Henderson Field in Guadalcanal. While
acting as co-pilot in a four motored
flying fortress, a Japanese Zero
fired upon his ship. One bullet
struck his Clemson ring and ricocheted down into his leg.
The other honors included the
Air Medal, awarded because of specific missions, the American Defense Medal, and the Pacific Campaign Ribbon for action in the
South Pacific.
After graduation from Clemson,
Captain Sprawls was connected
with the Soil Conservation Service in Columbia. He entered active service as a flying cadet in

Clemson Nine
Price Named
Smacks'Cats
Feature Editor
In Opener, 12-4

Seven members of the Calhouh
Forensic Society have been chosen
to represent the
college
in the
Grand Eastern Forensic Tourney
to be held in Charlotte, N. C. from
April 7 to April 10.
Those students who are going to
the tourney are Abe Sutker, vocational agricultural education '43 of
McColl, Judson
Chapin, general
science '43 of Ridgewood New Jersey,
Jim Glenn, civil engineering '45 of
Clemson, S. B. Farbstein, Chemical
engineering '46 of Beaufort, Hale
Sweeney, mechanical engineering
'46 of Anderson, Albert Henry, general science
'44 of Clemson, and
Charlie Herns, mechanical engineering '45 of Charleston.

STUDENT SUPPLIES - STATIONERY SHAVING NEEDS
PENNANTS COLLEGE JEWELRY

THE L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers who
are entering Active Service

SOUTH CAROLINA

Seven Students
Will Attend
Grand Eastern

—FOR—

Army Officers Unifon is
GREENVILLE,

ASTP Exam Be
Given To Soph
RC Students

Announcements for the regtk. _,
sessions of summer school were this
week released by Professor Francis
Marion Kinard, coordinator of summer school.
With final examinations ending
on May 21 and with commencement
on May 24, matriculation and registration dates for the first session
of summer school have been set for
May 31. Beginning with this date
and continuing to September 18,
the 1943 summer session will be divided into two terms of equal
length, the "first ending on July 24
and the second beginning on July
26.
The summer schedule is planned
to permit new students and upper
classmen to do a full semester's
work.
As in past years, attendance is
voluntary. By a reecnt army bulletin, junior ERC students will, of
course, be called to active duty at
the completion of this semester.
A complete curriculum is not being announced at this time. The intention is to offer substantially all
regular freshmah and sophomore
courses and such junior and senior
courses to appear to be in demand.
Regardless of the army trainees
coming to Clemson, the college is
reserving sufficient facilities for
caring for its regular students.
G. E. Metz, registrar, is now receiving applications for admission
to Clemson at three different dates:
May 31, July 26 and September 22.

Make Our Store Your
Headquarters

Wounded In Africa
Smith Gets Award

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity Composed of former
scouts, tapped three juniors and
seven sophomores to membership
in the organization this week.
The juniors named are D. O. Carpenter, textile engineering from
Newberry; S. R. McMaster, animal
husbandry from Winnsboro; and
J. R. Hunter, textile engineering
from Lancaster.
The seven sophomores who were
chosen are J. L. Rivers, civil engineering from Johns Island; H.
E. Crandall, mecaincal engineering
from Clemson; R. P. Lange, civil
engineering form Greenville; F. W.
Baker, chemistry from Lakewood,
Ohio; J. R. McCreary, architecture from Aiken; E. T. Mcllwain,
textile engineering from Atlanta,
Ga.,; and W. R. Chapman, premedicine from Greenville.
The fraternity plans to have the
initiates do some act of service to
Clemson during their period of informal initiation to begin
the
Monday after Spring Holidays. The
new members will also assist in
selling ballots during the "Booby
King" contest to determine the
ugliest man at Clemson.

Edward L. Price, electrical engineering '45 of Charleston, was
Clemson's Tigers trailed Dav- yesterday named Feature Editor
idson until the fifth inning, when of The Tiger. ' He will replace Fred
they staged a three-run rally to tie Baker who was recently raised to
the score, and then cut loose with head of the junior staff as News
nine more in the remainder of the Editor.
game and walloped Davidson in a
Baker was appointed to this poSouthern Conference baseball game, sition when June Coleman left
12-4, here today:
school for the ah corps.
It was the season's opener for
Members of the Enlisted Reserve
both teams.
Corps who are unassigned and who
Box:
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September, 1940. He was commissioned a second lieutenant in May,
1941, a first lieutenant April, 1942,
and a Captain in October, 1942.
From his graduation as a flying
cadet, he was sent directly to Hawaii and from there to the south
for the Solomons campaign.
Captain Sprawls' next assignment is Salt Lake City for which
he will leave on Monday.

Lieutenant P. Frank Smith,
Jr., general science '41, of Summerville, was wounded in Africa
on March 1, and has been
awarded the Medal of the
Purple Heart.
He is now in the hospital
recovering
from
shrapnel
wounds in the back and a
stiff teg.
Stationed in Africa since the
first of this year, Lt. Smith was
a censor.

Alpha Phi Omega
Picks Three Juniors,
Seven Sophomores

First Session
Begins May 31;
For Eight Week^

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
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